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Research Question: Does the technique sun drying 
increase the brightness of white clothing?

Hypothesis: If a white cloth is soaked in a dirty 
solution after wash is left outside in the sun for an 
1hr, then the whiteness of the cloth will improve more 
than the cloth without the sun because the sun kills 
more bacteria.

Methods: 
● Buy the supplies necessary and prepare everything before
● Prepare a clothesline outside
● Cut the white fabric cloth into 6 pieces, 3x5
● Make a dirt and water solution in a large tupperware, 8 cups water and 3 cups of 

dirt
● Soak the fabric cloths in the solution for about 20 - 30 min
● When finished soaking, wash the fabric in the same washer and with the same 

laundry detergent and wash for 50 min, I used oxiclean powder laundry detergent
● After done washing, put 3 in the dryer for an 1hr and 3 out in the sun at 12:00 for 

also an 1hr, when the sun in the middle of the sky
● After the hour, take them outside and compare them with the controlled dryer group 

and the sun bleached group
● Then compare the groups with the white shade color matcher and write down what 

each piece of fabric is on the color match stick

Results and Data Analysis:

Interpretation and Conclusions: 
● The experiment didn’t have major changes in the 

difference of shade in the white fabrics
● Though the sun bleached group appeared more white 

and dry then the controlled group
● Possible justification:
● Hard to compare the shade and color of the fabrics 

since there are so many different shades of white in 
different colors like some with blue, brown, green, and 
gray tone

●
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Does the technique sun drying increase the 
brightness of white clothing?
Hypothesis: If a white cloth is soaked in a dirty solution after wash is left outside 
in the sun for an 1hr, then the whiteness of the cloth will improve more than the 
cloth without the sun because the sun kills more bacteria.

Variables:

- Controlled ~ Same cloth, dirt water solution, washer, detergent, washing and 
drying time 

- Independent ~ Method for drying 

- Dependent ~ Cloth brightness, on the color scale
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